
 

 

 

06 DECEMBER 2016 

 

Caroline Low 

Director Aviation Capacity Delivery 

Department for Transport 

Zone 1/27 Great Minster House 

33 Horseferry Road 

London 

SW1P 4DR 

 

AC-LGW-334 

 

Dear Caroline, 

Airports National Policy Statement: Air Quality 

I am writing to you following the recent ruling in Client Earth (2) which, as you know, now 

requires the Government to prepare a new Air Quality Plan (AQP).  I also wanted to follow up our 

letters of 28th and 29th April 2016 to you and the then Secretaries of State for Transport and for 

the Environment, which were accompanied by a series of detailed reports on air quality.  

The High Court judgement has significant implications for the proposed new North West Runway 

(NWR) at Heathrow. As your Secretary of State’s announcement on 25th October makes clear, 

no new runway can lawfully be built or operated at Heathrow if this contributes to causing or 

perpetuating a breach in the safe legal limits for NO2 as transposed into English law by the Air 

Quality Standards Regulations 2010. And the Government has rightly stipulated that any licence 

to use new runway capacity at Heathrow must be qualified by this condition. Until a new AQP 

has been produced and a thorough analysis is made of the impacts of a third runway, neither the 

Government nor the promoters of the Heathrow scheme can know whether there would be 

breaches of these safe legal limits in the event of a new runway at Heathrow. Consequently, it is 

not possible to know in practice what additional measures would be needed, how these would 

impact on people and communities, or how much they would cost. As a result, it cannot be 

known whether or not air quality could be controlled effectively by the way in which planning 

conditions could be framed, monitored and enforced. In the end, it is the need for compliance 

with strict legal limits that distinguishes this subject from other topics. 

We are assuming that the Government will require the full period allowed by the Court to produce 

a new AQP, publishing a draft for consultation in the spring to achieve the Court’s deadline of 

July 2017 for a final version. Accordingly, in carrying out further work to produce a new AQP, as 

well as rectifying the shortcomings identified by the Court it would make sense for other concerns 

about the modelling to be addressed at the same time.  At our meeting in August with Defra 

officials, we were assured that the issues raised in our reports would be considered as part of an 

ongoing process of modelling improvement.   We have had no further information on whether this 

is now in hand.  The issues raised are not trivial.  They include (a) evidence that the predicted 

background concentrations used in the modelling are too low; (b) bias in the PCM model that 

leads to NO2 concentrations being under predicted in the most polluted areas; and (c) too much 



 

reliance is being placed on the forthcoming RDE vehicle emissions standard to achieve the scale 

of benefits predicted in the timeframes considered. 

Given the significant further work that is needed, and assuming the Government sticks to its 

timetable of consulting on a draft NPS early in 2017, this can only mean that future baseline 

predictions for the area around Heathrow will not be known at that time. It will not therefore be 

possible to know whether the construction or operation of Heathrow would lead to a breach of the 

legal limit values.   We would welcome clarification on how the Government intends to handle 

this predicament.  How will it be possible to produce a meaningful NPS and Appraisal of 

Sustainability when the baseline data on the crucial issue of air quality will not available until a 

new AQP has been published?  

Alongside these questions about the implications of the recent High Court ruling, we have 

continuing concerns about the lack of a full and detailed air quality assessment of the 

construction and operational effects of a NWR.  In light of the widely recognised shortcoming and 

uncertainties in the Airports Commission’s air quality assessment, as noted in, but still relied 

upon, in the Air Quality Re-Analysis study published alongside the Government’s October 

announcement, it is, in our view, more important than ever to take the opportunity to use the time 

between now and publication of a final NPS and new AQP to undertake a full and proper 

assessment. Only by revisiting the modelling methodology and ensuring it is in line with the 

revisions to national modelling required by the Court for the new AQP can the Government be 

confident that the analysis will be legally robust. This work should also include a detailed analysis 

of the costs, benefits and impacts of potential mitigation measures that may be needed to deliver 

the scheme within legal air quality limits.  It is not at all evident that such measures will be 

feasible or cost effective – it is important that this is assessed sooner rather than later in the 

process.  I note that at the Environment Audit Committee (EAC) hearing on 30th November you 

gave an assurance that the Government will be publishing a full Sustainability Appraisal 

alongside the draft NPS in early 2017, including updating the air quality modelling assumptions.  

Whilst this is welcome, it again begs the question of how this can be done in a meaningful way 

prior to the publication of an updated national AQP. The impacts of Heathrow expansion cannot 

be considered in isolation. 

Finally, we note with concern that the Government appears still to be relying on a flawed 

interpretation of the legal requirements to comply with NO2 limit values.  The Re-Analysis Study 

repeats the interpretation adopted by the Airports Commission - that it is legally permissible for a 

NWR to worsen air quality in West London above the safe legal limits, provided somewhere else 

in London is more polluted.  As well as being irresponsible in terms of health protection given the 

severe impacts of NO2 pollution, many well informed observers, including the EAC, believe this 

interpretation to be wrong in law. This may of course end up being tested in the Courts.  We 

would urge the Government to review this in the preparation of the NPS to ensure it is taking a 

robust and legally defensible approach. 

Yours sincerely, 

  
Alastair McDermid 
Airports Commission Director 
Gatwick Airport Ltd 

 



 

CC Sonia Phippard - Director General, Environment, Rural and Marine, Defra 


